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Abstract: PURPOSE: To evaluate needle visibility in ultrasound under contrast mode conditions. MATERIALS AND METHODS: Needle visibility was evaluated for bevel, EchoTip (®) and shaft of 18G
Chiba biopsy needle with a 9 MHz linear probe (GE Logiq E9). Insertion angles varied between 30°(steep)
and 90°(parallel to the probe surface). The acoustic output varied from 5-28%. 2 different contrast mode
presets with either ’Amplitude Modulation’ (Penetration) or ’Phase Inversion Harmonics’ (High Resolution) were assessed. All other imaging parameters were kept constant. The visibility of bevel, EchoTip
(®) and shaft was assessed for grayscale and color-coded images with a 3-point Likert-like scale (not,
poorly, well visible) by 2 independent readers. The echogenicity of the needle bevel, EchoTip (®) and
shaft was assessed in deciBel (dB) on the color-coded images. RESULTS: With the parallel insertion
angle, all needle areas were well visible. With steep insertion the EchoTip (®) was the only visible area.
High Resolution was superior to Penetration (p<0.001). The visibility and echogenicity of the needle
bevel ( rgrayscale =0.109, p grayscale =0.178; rcolor-coded =0.236, p color-coded =0.266; rdB =0.956, p
dB =0.001), EchoTip (®) ( rgrayscale += 0.477, p grayscale += 0.018; rcolor-coded =0.540, p color-coded
+= 0.006; rdB =0.911, p dB =0.001) and shaft ( rgrayscale =0.124, p grayscale =0.563; rcolor-coded
=0.061, p color-coded += 0.775; rdB += 0.926, p dB =0.001) increased with increasing acoustic output.
Grayscale images were superior to color-coded images for needle visibility (p=0.004). CONCLUSION:
Parallel needle insertion, use of an echogenic tip, adequate choice of presets, increased acoustic output,
and dual view of grayscale and color-coded images improve needle visibility in ultrasound under contrast
mode conditions.
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Introduction
Ultrasound-guided interventions have proven to be safe and
cost-effective procedures, with an increasing number of ultrasound-guided needle biopsies being performed worldwide [1]. To
guarantee a successful intervention, needle visibility is paramount.
Various factors may influence needle visibility. Numerous studies
describe the influence of needle insertion angle and different needle types on needle visibility in B-mode [2–5]. However, these studies mostly examined qualitative assessment based on a visual rating system.
Contrast-enhanced ultrasound is a relatively new imaging technique with a growing number of clinical applications [6–8]. Ultrasound contrast agents contain microbubbles and can be used to detect and characterize lesions of various visceral organs with some lesions best or only visible in the contrast mode [7]. If lesions are better
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(Penetration) or 'Phase Inversion Harmonics' (High Resolution) were
assessed. All other imaging parameters were kept constant. The visibility of bevel, EchoTip® and shaft was assessed for grayscale and color-coded images with a 3-point Likert-like scale (not, poorly, well visible) by 2
independent readers. The echogenicity of the needle bevel, EchoTip®
and shaft was assessed in deciBel (dB) on the color-coded images.
Results With the parallel insertion angle, all needle areas were well
visible. With steep insertion the EchoTip® was the only visible area. High
Resolution was superior to Penetration (p < 0.001). The visibility and
echogenicity of the needle bevel (rgrayscale = 0.109, pgrayscale = 0.178;
rcolor-coded = 0.236, pcolor-coded = 0.266; rdB = 0.956, pdB = 0.001), EchoTip®
(rgrayscale  = 0.477, pgrayscale  = 0.018; rcolor-coded = 0.540, pcolor-coded  = 0.006;
rdB = 0.911, pdB = 0.001) and shaft (rgrayscale = 0.124, pgrayscale = 0.563;
rcolor-coded = 0.061, pcolor-coded  = 0.775; rdB  = 0.926, pdB = 0.001) increased
with increasing acoustic output. Grayscale images were superior to
color-coded images for needle visibility (p = 0.004).
Conclusion Parallel needle insertion, use of an echogenic tip, adequate
choice of presets, increased acoustic output, and dual view of grayscale
and color-coded images improve needle visibility in ultrasound under
contrast mode conditions.

or only visualized after contrast enhancement, ultrasound-guided interventions should be performed under contrast-enhanced conditions. Interestingly, only a few studies so far have evaluated needle
visibility in the contrast mode. Sartori et al. and Cao et al. showed that
contrast-enhanced ultrasound can have a positive effect as guidance
for transthoracic biopsy [9, 10]. However, needle visibility under contrast-enhanced conditions has not been analyzed.
Needles are more easily detected in fluid and tissues with low
echogenicity than in highly echogenic tissues. Contrast-enhanced
ultrasound increases the echogenicity of vascularized background
tissue and possibly target lesions. Thus, needle visibility may be restricted. A prerequisite of contrast-enhanced ultrasound is the use
of harmonic imaging to measure the non-linear acoustic effects of
ultrasound interaction with microbubbles as well as a low acoustic
output (transmit signal level) to allow continuous imaging without
Rominger MargaB et al. Ultrasound Needle Visibility in … Ultrasound Int Open 2017; 3: E82–E88

destroying the bubbles. Harmonic imaging uses higher harmonic
frequencies generated by the tissue as the sound travels through
the body. While providing better diagnostic image quality [11],
harmonic imaging techniques as well as low acoustic output may
decrease needle visibility [12].
The purpose of this study was to qualitatively and quantitatively
evaluate the visibility of the needle bevel, echogenic tip and shaft in
ultrasound at different insertion angles and contrast mode conditions.

Materials and Methods
Experimental setting
We used a tank (diameter 15 cm × 10 cm × 9 cm) coated with thin
sponges to avoid reflection from the walls. We used 0.9 % saline
solution (B. Braun Medical AG, Seesatz 17, 6 208 Sempach, Switzerland) tinted with microbubbles (SonoVue®, Bracco Suisse S.A.
31, Route de la Galaise, 1 228 Plan-les-Quates, Genève Switzerland)
to a level with an acoustic deciBel (dB) similar to the human liver
based on our clinical database to mimic vascularized background
tissue ( − 50 dB to − 40 dB). For ultrasound imaging a linear 9 MHz
probe (Logiq E9, GE Medical Systems, Glattbrugg, Switzerland) was
mounted on a fixed rack. A self-developed needle positioning system was placed in the tank. The positioning system allowed continuous variable angles holding the needle bevel at the center of
rotation with a constant distance to the linear probe (▶ Fig. 1). We
used an 18G Chiba biopsy needle (Cook Medical Inc., Bloomington,
Indiana, USA) with its internal stylet in position. The needle has 3
different areas: bevel at the tip, EchoTip® zone with a length of
7 mm behind it and shaft (▶ Fig. 2). The EchoTip® zone contains
hundreds of microscopic dimples on the needle’s surface to ensure
strong ultrasound reflection. The shaft was cut to allow 90 ° rotation and a parallel position within the tank with respect to the ultrasound probe. The bevel of the needle was always adjusted to the
surface of the ultrasound probe to ensure optimal ultrasound reflection. The angles were varied from 30 ° (steepest possible angle
in combination with the linear probe) to 90 ° (parallel to the surface
of the linear probe). Finally, porcine muscle from the slaughterhouse was examined to exemplarily demonstrate the effect of contrast mode presets, increased acoustic output and insertion angle
on needle visibility.

▶Fig. 1 Experimental setup of the water tank phantom showing a
shorted 18G Chiba biopsy needle mounted to the positioning
system. The linear probe above is fixed to a rack. To mimic the
contrast-enhanced background, a 0.9 % saline solution tinted with
microbubbles was used.
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Ultrasound imaging
All imaging was performed in the contrast mode. For each variable
setting a screenshot of the grayscale (B-mode image with reduced
acoustic output) and color-coded (contrast-enhanced) images, as
well as a short cine loop of the color-coded images were obtained.
The focus was constantly kept at the level of the needle bevel. 2 different contrast mode presets at different angles (30, 45, 60, 75,
and 90 °) were tested:
Penetration: based on amplitude modulation,
High Resolution: based on phase inversion harmonics.
Other system settings were adjusted to typical values and kept
constant. Thereafter, the acoustic output was varied between 5
and 28 % at different angles (30, 60 and 90 °) using the High Resolution preset.
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▶Fig. 2 a Detail view of the 18G Chiba biopsy needle shows a)
bevel, followed by EchoTip® and shaft and b different reflection
characteristics of EchoTip® and shaft. The lower needle is the internal
stylet. Picture: Permission for use granted by Cook Medical, Bloomington, Indiana
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Qualitative and quantitative assessment of the
visibility of needle areas
Qualitative assessment: The images were randomized with the
Unix-tool/dev/urandom. The technical data was cropped from the
images. 2 radiologists independently assessed the randomized pictures for needle bevel, EchoTip® and shaft using a 3-point Likert-like
scale:
(1) needle bevel/EchoTip®/shaft not visible
(2) needle bevel/EchoTip®/shaft poorly visible
(3) needle bevel/EchoTip®/shaft well visible.
The average of both independent readers was used for further
evaluation. In the case of minor differences (not visible vs. poorly
visible or poorly visible vs. well visible), the average was used. In
the case of major differences (not visible vs. well visible), the study
protocol foresaw revisiting and consensus solution. Yet, major differences did not occur.
Quantitative assessment: Manufacturer’s time intensity curves
for color-coded cine loops were used for quantitative assessment
of echo density in dB. Separate region-of-interest measurements
for needle bevel, EchoTip®, shaft, and background were repeated
3 times and performed for each variable setting. All measurements
rendered negative dB values. Echogenicity increased with less negative values (logarithmic scale represents recorded ultrasound signal level).

the EchoTip® was superior to the echogenicity of the contrast-enhanced background ( − dB 50 to − dB 40). With an increasing insertion angle, the echogenicity of the needle bevel (p < 0.001),
EchoTip® (p < 0.001), and shaft (p < 0.001) increased for both presets (▶Fig. 5).

Influence of acoustic output at different insertion
angles
An increasing acoustic output improved visibility scores (rgrayscale = 0.109, pgrayscale = 0.178; rcolor-coded = 0.236, pcolor-coded = 0.266),
EchoTip ® (rgrayscale = 0.477, p grayscale = 0.018; r color-coded = 0.540,
pcolor-coded = 0.006) and shaft (rgrayscale = 0.124, p grayscale = 0.563;
rcolor-coded = 0.061, pcolor-coded = 0.775). At steep angles of 30–60 °,
the EchoTip® scored best (▶Fig. 6). The dB values of all needle areas
at all angles improved with an increasing acoustic output (▶Fig. 7)
(pbevel = 0.001, pEchoTip® = 0.001, pshaft = 0.001).

Comparison of grayscale and color-coded images
Overall, needle visibility was better on the grayscale images than
the color-coded images (mean score 2 098 vs. 2 311 and an SD of
0.962 and 0.798, respectively; p = 0.004) (▶ Fig. 3, 6).

a

Statistical analysis

Results
Comparison of contrast mode presets penetration
and high resolution at different insertion angles
In the qualitative assessment the High Resolution preset scored better than the Penetration preset at steep angles (30–60 °) (▶Fig. 3a, b)
(pgrayscale = 0.056, pcolor-coded = 0.012). Looking at the color-coded images, the entire needle was invisible at steep angles in the penetration mode (▶ Fig. 3b and ▶ Fig. 4). With the High Resolution preset, the EchoTip® became visible (▶ Fig. 3b). Quantitative analysis
showed that fewer negative dB values were obtained with the High
Resolution preset for the EchoTip® at steep angles (30–60 °) compared to the Penetration preset indicating higher echogenicity at
High Resolution for the EchoTip® (p < 0.001 for 30–60 ° insertion
angles High Resolution vs. Penetration). Thus, the echogenicity of
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Statistical analyses were conducted using Excel (Excel 2016, Microsoft, Redmond, WA). Continuous variables were expressed as
mean ± standard deviation (SD) while categorical variables were
expressed as frequencies or percentages. Visibility scores were
noted. Mean and standard deviations of dB measurements were
evaluated.
To assess correlations between the different settings, Pearson
correlation was used. A correlation coefficient r > 0 indicates a positive correlation between 2 variables, whereas a correlation coefficient r  < 0 indicates a negative correlation between the 2 tested
variables. A 2-sided paired t-test was used to test for significant differences between qualitative image analyses for needle visibility.
A p-value of p < 0.05 was considered significant.

Grey-Scale Images at Penetration and High Resolution Preset
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▶Fig. 3 a Visibility scoring of Penetration and High Resolution
preset. On a grayscale images visibility scores of the High Resolution
preset was on average equal or superior to the Penetration preset.
On b color-coded images the entire needle was invisible with an
insertion angle from 30 ° to 60 ° using Penetration, whereas with
High Resolution the EchoTip® was visible. Visibility scores: 1 = needle
not visible, 2 = poorly visible, and 3 = well visible. A constant acoustic
output of 10 % was used.
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▶Fig. 4 Dual contrast mode view of the 18G Chiba biopsy needle at
an insertion angle of 30 ° with Penetration preset, 10 % acoustic
output and microbubble solution as background tissue. On the
grayscale image on the left, the needle bevel and EchoTip® are
visible. On the color-coded image on the right side, the entire needle
is not visible due to the contrast-enhanced background tissue.
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▶Fig. 6 a Comparison of different needle insertion angles and
acoustic output at High Resolution preset: on grayscale a and
color-coded b images increased acoustic output and angles
increased needle visibility. Visibility scores: 1 = needle not visible,
2 = poorly visible, and 3 = well visible.

▶Fig. 5 Ultrasound measurements in needle region-of-interest
show higher ultrasound reflection (recorded signal level in dB) for
EchoTip® between 30 ° and 60 ° for the High Resolution preset
explaining the superior visibility scores of ▶Fig. 3b for this preset. As
a reference, the level of the contrast-enhanced background tissue
was between –dB 50 and –dB40. The acoustic output was 10 %.

Sound measurements in dB at different angles and acoustic output
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Porcine muscle from the slaughterhouse
The effect of contrast mode preset, acoustic output and insertion
angle is exemplarily demonstrated with porcine muscle from the
slaughterhouse in ▶Fig. 8. On both the grayscale and color-coded
image, the use of the High Resolution preset, increased acoustic
output and parallel insertion angle improved needle visibility.

Discussion
Our in-vitro phantom data indicates that parallel insertion with respect to the probe gives best results for needle visibility in contrast
mode imaging. If this cannot be achieved, for example in the case
of a deep liver lesion, the use of an echogenic tip and increased
acoustic output can improve needle visibility. The High Resolution
preset scored better than the Penetration preset in regard to needle visibility for steep angles in this study. Grayscale images scored
better than the color-coded images for needle visibility.
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▶Fig. 7 Ultrasound measurements in needle region-of-interest
show higher ultrasound reflection (recorded signal level in dB) of
needle bevel, EchoTip® and shaft with increasing acoustic output
(AO) and insertion angles. The highest dB values were obtained for
the needle shaft parallel to the linear probe. The High Resolution
preset was used.

The correlation between different needle types, insertion angles and needle visibility has been a subject of extensive research
in conventional B-mode. In contrast to these studies, we examined
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▶Fig. 8 a Dual contrast mode view of porcine muscle exemplarily shows a Penetration preset at an insertion angle of 60 ° with an acoustic output
of 10 %, b improved needle visibility with the High Resolution preset, c further improvement of needle visibility with increased acoustic output of
20 %, and d best needle visibility with parallel insertion angle. The Penetration preset with an acoustic output of 10 % was used. Other system settings
were kept constant.

the needle visibility of grayscale images (B-mode images with reduced acoustic output) and color-coded (contrast-enhanced) images presented as dual view in contrast mode. In a study of Cao et
al., contrast-enhanced ultrasound was used to evaluate pulmonary
and mediastinal lesions and to select a biopsy route. The biopsy itself was performed in conventional B-mode [10]. In a case review
of Sartori et al., a biopsy of a peripheral lung lesion was performed
under contrast mode conditions. No special mention was made regarding the settings used in contrast mode [9]. In agreement with
previous studies performed with conventional B-mode [13–15],
we found that the needle insertion angle greatly affects needle visibility in contrast mode as well. The major improvement of needle
visibility was achieved in this study with an insertion angle greater
than 60 °. At an angle greater than 60 ° there was sufficient return
of echoes for all needle zones, especially the shaft. The smooth metallic surface of the shaft is a specular (mirror-like) reflector of ultra
sound waves. For specular reflection, the angle at which the wave
hits the surface equals the angle at which it is reflected (▶Fig. 2b).
Thus, within an echogenic background the needle or part of the
needle may become invisible at steep insertion angles (▶Fig. 4).
Many authors agree that needles with a special echogenic design improve needle visibility on conventional B-mode ultrasound
[3, 4, 16]. The results of our study illustrate the importance of an
echogenic needle tip design to improve visibility within an echogenic background at steep insertion angles on contrast mode. At
steep needle insertion angles, the EchoTip® was visible, whereas
the needle shaft was not or only barely visible. Starting from conventional metallic designs, needle manufacturers have improved
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the visibility of the needle tip in ultrasound sonography by
embeddin g microstructures that behave as a dense cloud of
scatterers. Similar to a hyperechogenic tissue, these microstructures ideally lead to a diffuse ultrasound reflection, which is isotropic (direction-independent) regardless of the needle insertion angle
(▶ Fig. 2b). For instance, the EchoTip® zone contains hundreds of
randomly located microscopic dimples [17] (▶ Fig. 2a).
The readers found better needle visibility with increasing acoustic output for grayscale and color-coded images. The quantitative
analysis of color-coded images confirmed increased echogenicity
for increasing acoustic output. Yet, for implementation in a clinical
setting, it should be considered that microbubbles can be destroyed at a higher acoustic output. Most clinical investigators report that a high acoustic output ( > 50 %) leads to the destruction
of microbubbles [18], although some authors suggest that the
acoustic output as displayed on clinical ultrasound scanners is not
a reliable indicator [19]. A low acoustic output technique allows for
continuous scanning without early destruction of the microbubbles [6]. Therefore, we conclude that a moderate increase of the
acoustic output likewise from 10 % to 20 % is suitable for positively
influencing needle visibility.
Contrast-enhanced ultrasound examinations were normally performed with a dual grayscale and color-coded contrast presentation.
We found that the needle visibility of the grayscale image was superior to the color-coded image. Thus, dual view should be helpful for
monitoring needle placement under contrast mode conditions.
Similar to a B-mode image, the grayscale image shows the linear
component, which facilitates needle guidance [15].
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The contrast mode presets for the color-coded images in this study
work with 2 different imaging techniques: 'amplitude modulation'
(Penetration) and 'phase inversion harmonics' (High Resolution). Both
techniques use the non-linear acoustic behavior of microbubbles for
enhancing microbubbles and suppress signals from the surrounding
tissue. With 'phase inversion harmonics' [20], 2 ultrasound pulses, dephased by 180 ° (inverse sign), are consecutively emitted. The dimensional oscillations of gas microspheres contained in the contrast
agents generate non-linear echoes (e. g., a quadratic response). The
machine software highlights these echoes by adding up the 2 harmonic waves. Thus, while linear echoes generated by surrounding
tissues are mutually cancelled, non-linear echoes from contrast
agents generate a strong signal. 'Amplitude modulation', on the other
hand, includes the transmission of pulses with a different amplitude
to enhance the non-linear signal from microbubbles. When the echoes are received, the amplitude difference will be compensated before the second echo signal is subtracted from the first one, to remove
the linear scattering. The advantage of 'amplitude modulation' is the
ability to detect pressure-dependent non-linear effects. However,
'amplitude modulation' has been reported to show practical difficulties with respect to 'phase inversion harmonics' to achieve sufficient
cancellation of linear tissue signal [21]. We found that the echogenicity and visibility of the EchoTip® was better with High Resolution than
Penetration at a steep insertion angle. Thus, with High Resolution the
echogenicity of the EchoTip® was higher than the background and
became visible. Yet, within a low echogenic background, for example
in the case of a non-enhancing lesion or abscess, the echogenicity of
the Penetration preset might be sufficient to visualize the needle.
Experiments were conducted in a tank, with microbubble-enhanced isotonic saline solution serving as the “background tissue”.
The advantage of measuring in such a phantom is the elimination
of interference from other impedance differences and the allowance for standardized, reproducible measurements. The disadvantage is, as with most in-vitro models, that the results cannot be
simply transferred to the human body and the clinical routine. Background noise from surrounding body tissue could have an additional and variable influence on needle visibility. However, the comparison of in vitro results with exemplary results in a highly heterogeneous tissue (ex vivo muscle) showed consistent needle visibility
trends in this study. We limited our experiments to one vendor and
used a linear probe to exclude an influence of curved array on angulation. Although the principle of contrast-enhanced ultrasound
is well established, different ultrasound machine vendors use different hardware and image reconstruction algorithms, as well as
different settings, which may influence results. As an example, in
this study the performance of 2 non-linear imaging algorithms
“amplitude modulation” and “phase inversion harmonics” differed.
In general, ultrasound machines are closed systems and insights to
the post-processing of raw data are limited.
In conclusion, contrast mode presets may influence needle visibility. Higher acoustic output improves needle visibility in ultrasound under contrast mode conditions. The EchoTip® was especially helpful for steep needle insertion angles, due to the isotropic ultrasound reflection. Shaft visibility improved significantly with
parallel or near parallel insertion angles, whereas for steep insertion angles reflection away from the insonification direction reduc-
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es the measured ultrasound echo. The dual view is recommended
because the needle visibility of the grayscale image, which shows
a linear response similar to conventional B-mode, was superior to
that of the color-coded image, which represents non-linear harmonic phenomena excited by microbubbles.
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